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BEFORE YOU BEGIN

CONTENTS

• GL30 XHP70_L25 IP65 LED Gobo Projector

• External Power Supply

• Gobo (if ordered as a package - the gobo will 
already be fitted inside the unit)

1. Open the contents of the box and check that the 
goods have not been damaged during transit. 

2. Check that you have received the correct goods 
including projector and gobo (if ordered as a 
package). 
 
If you ordered your projector and gobo as a 
package deal, your gobo should already be 
installed in the projector ready for use

Any damage, claims, returns or incorrect supply 
must be lodged within 48 hours of receiving the 
goods. 



Plug into power. 

The gobo will already be fitted inside the unit.

Once you are happy with how the image is 
focused, tighten the locking ring.

This ensures the fixture remains water tight.

Spin the front lens in or out until your image is in 
focus.
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FOCUSING YOUR LIGHT

Rubber Seal
Locking Ring

Front Lens



Always disconnect your fixture from power 
before changing the gobo.

Undo the 4 thumb screws on the front facia, and 
remove the front plate.

Be careful not to lose the black rubber seals and 
the metal washers.

The gobo is seated within a holder, and held in 
with a circlip.

Gently pinch the spring circlip to remove it. Take 
care as it can flick out suddenly.

You can now carefully remove the gobo.
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CHANGING YOUR GOBO

Thumb 
screws

Spring circlip



CHANGING YOUR GOBO CONT.

Load the new gobo into the holder.

If it is a glass gobo the reflective side MUST 
face the lamp as per diagram below.

Re-insert the cirlip ensuring you push it all the 
way down so the gobo sits flat

Replace the front plate, rubber washers, metal 
washers and finally the thumbscrews.

Do them up firm, but don’t overtighten them.
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Gobo 
location 
within holder, 
held in with 
circlip.

The reflective / mirror side must
face the LED light source

LED LIGHT SOURCE

Gobo Holder

Reflective side/mirror
side faces the lamp

Circlip
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